OUR CUSTOMER RESULTS
SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES
• 90% reduction in claims costs
• 80% of order errors eliminated
• 60% reduction in sales support cost
• Dramatic reduction in quote time

Tacton Visual Configuration
Boost sales by bringing your products to life

Adding visual configuration and AR (augmented
reality) capabilities to your CPQ solution gives your
customers a better understanding of your products
and more confidence in their buying decision.
Tacton Visual Configuration
Visual configuration lets your customers interact with
your products in the most intuitive way possible. Not
only can users see how their products are taking shape
as they move through the configuration, they can also
select, drag and drop any configurable element directly
in the dynamic 3D visualization.
And with the Tacton CPQ AR (augmented reality) app,
you can show your customer what the configured
solution will look like in its actual environment. Best of
all – it’s all done in real time!
Tacton goes beyond just showing
Offer your customers a buying experience that’s
second to none. With Tacton, not only can your

customer see their product update in real-time as they
make choices in the configurator, they can also interact
directly with the product in the 3D visualization by using
the "select, drag and drop" feature. For many products
(and people!), this is much easier and more intuitive
way to configure. For example, a user can reposition
buttons and display elements on an elevator control
panel simply by moving them around. Any change is
validated in real-time and immediately committed back
to the configurator.
You can tailor how the customer interacts with the
configurator and combine drop-down, check box and
button selections, textual and numerical input fields
together with the ability to make changes directly in the
3D visualization.
Engage your customers and win the deal
A customer that is actively engaged during the sales
cycle is more likely to pick you as the vendor of choice.
Tacton lets your sales reps collaborate with the

customer and experiment with different product options
and features. This interactivity creates a sense of
authorship and a commitment to the end result. This is a
very powerful emotion that often plays a key role in the
subsequent decision making process.
With Tacton visual configuration, the entire sales
process becomes easier and more effective – from
lead generation all the way through to fulfilment and
post sales servicing. Your reps can showcase your
complete product portfolio in a quicker and more
intuitive way, making both up- and cross-selling a whole
lot easier.
WYSIWYG - No more costly missunderstandings
Order errors and the associated costs of putting things
right is one of the biggest issues faced by
manufacturers. Once a configuration has been agreed,
and design and production get underway, the cost of
fixing any issues can quickly start to spiral. This is
something everyone wants to avoid, customer and
supplier alike.
With instant visual feedback, any questions or concerns
that arise during the configuration process can be dealt
with immediately. You can quickly confirm the
correctness of the configuration with your customer,
including color and material choices. The Tacton CPQ
AR app helps to ensure that any spatial requirements or
constraints are met, and that the solution will fit
perfectly in its intended place.

The dynamic real-time interchange between the
configurator and the visualization means that there is no
duplication of information. So when product
configuration logic is updated, the visual logic remains
valid. More advanced visual logic, such as handling the
same product parts at different positions, can also
easily be catered for by defining the connections
between parts with ‘special connection’ or ‘docking
points’.
With this concept, it is possible to reuse the same 3D
model or ‘visual asset’ in multiple configuration
scenarios without duplicating it. The visual logic is
clean, easy to read and to maintain.
The future is 3-dimensional
3D modelling in CAD systems is already a cornerstone
of modern engineering. With its clear advantages and
the growing need for more integrated business
processes, it’s a natural progression for our commercial
processes as well.
With the industry rapidly transitioning towards smart
manufacturing strategies, the links between sales,
product development and manufacturing are coming
into greater focus. Tacton’s visual configuration solution
allows you to tie your business functions together, and
start taking full advantage of the opportunity that
dynamic 3D visualization and AR presents

Seamless Integration and easy maintenance
Tacton Visual Configuration and the AR app come
pre-packaged with Tacton CPQ. The clean and
well-defined interface between the configuration and
visualization engines ensures a quick implementation
and easy ongoing maintenance.

„We have implemented Visual Configuration for interior design to support our customer in
the decision for our highly complex products. Thousands of successful consultations proof
that we are on the right track.”
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About Tacton
Tacton has connected customers, products, and factories for smarter manufacturing since 1998. A global leader in advanced Configure, Price
and Quote (CPQ) solutions, Tacton offers a cloud based digitalization platform that makes it dramatically simpler to design, configure, and sell
complex products. Unlike other CPQ solutions, Tacton’s core technology originates from AI research and links up the entire operation — from
sales to engineering and manufacturing, supporting integration with all major manufacturing software systems.
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